Haivision’s ISR technology, video distribution solutions, and video wall systems for command centers support situational awareness of critical visual operations for government, military, aerospace, and public safety applications. Make informed decisions faster with mission-critical, real-time video networking and visual collaboration solutions.
Mission-Critical Video Solutions

GOVERNMENT & DEFENSE

Operation & Command Centers

Securely visualize and dynamically respond to urgent situations, including defense missions and public emergencies, faster than ever before.

Haivision’s complete video wall solution for operation and command centers is powered by Haivision Command 360 – the most advanced visual collaboration platform for situational awareness and real-time decision-making for mission-critical environments. With expeditionary and man-portable video wall standup kits, users can quickly and easily create a mobile operation center system in minutes.

Secure Video Distribution

For the most demanding live video distribution applications, Haivision offers flexible solutions for multi-site video distribution, IPTV, and secure video delivery to browsers, set-top boxes, and mobile devices. Stream, record, and distribute live video for all-hands meetings, commander’s calls, or any internal communications.

Haivision Media Platform, the only open IP video distribution system on the DoDIN APL, is relied upon by U.S. federal government agencies, including all branches of the Department of Defense.

Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance

Haivision solutions deliver on all fronts, with quality, low latency, and best-in-class security at the core of every product. Haivision’s military-grade ISR solutions are built for the most demanding environments and platforms, including manned and unmanned aircraft and vehicles, towers, ships, wearable technologies, and deployable communication kits.

ISR video encoding and transcoding solutions help deliver real-time situational awareness and intelligence from full motion video for government, defense, and public safety applications.
Mission-Critical Video Solutions

Real-Time Video Networking & Visual Collaboration Solutions

**HAIVISION**

**Makito Series**
Encode full motion imagery and metadata from fixed or mobile military-grade deployments, even in the harshest environments.

**HAIVISION**

**Kraken**
Optimize video performance over available bandwidth and ensure interoperability with a powerful ISR video transcoder for situational awareness and field monitoring.

**HAIVISION**

**Media Platform**
DoDIN APL-certified video distribution system for multi-site IPTV, live video monitoring and recording, and secure video delivery.

**HAIVISION**

**Command 360**
An intuitive video wall software platform that enables defense and government agencies to visualize and dynamically respond to urgent situations fast.

**COMMITMENT TO SECURITY & OPEN STANDARDS**
Deployed worldwide, Haivision’s products adhere to strict government and industry standards to ensure security, reliability, and interoperability in mission-critical environments.

- DoDIN APL Certified
- JITC Certified
- TRM Certified
- ITCCB Certified
- MISP Compliant
- STANAG Compliant
- MIL-STD-810
- DO-160
Mission-Critical Video Solutions

Video Ecosystem

DELIVER SITUATIONAL AWARENESS AND ACTIONABLE INTELLIGENCE IN ANY MISSION ENVIRONMENT.

Our portfolio of encoders, transcoders, video wall technology, processors, and software combines live video and data visualization for mission-critical collaboration. Whether a fixed or portable solution is required, our flexible, high-performance systems drive effective communication and informed action.

INTELLIGENCE, SURVEILLANCE, AND RECONNAISSANCE

ENCODE & TRANSCODE

VIDEO DISTRIBUTION

OPERATION & COMMAND CENTERS

AGGREGATE

MANAGE & PROCESS

VISUALIZE

REady TO SUPPORT YOUR MISSION WITH HAIVISION?

Direct: +1 (514) 334-5445  Toll Free: +1 (877) 224-5445  videosolutions@haivision.com

CONSULT WITH AN EXPERT